LOREN HOULE
State Delegate Candidate: North Dakota

Statement 1

What are your qualifications that make you a strong candidate for delegate?

My qualifications for the North Dakota delegate position include: my experience with our state-level association that represents school psychologists, meeting and planning with other state leaders to develop state-level conferences per our members’ interests, and address state-level issues to promote the field of school psychology. With experience in both rural and urban settings, I have the flexible understanding that not all school psychologists in North Dakota share the same experiences or challenges. I believe this experience helps me understand my state colleagues and better advocate for their interests. During my time as NASP Delegate for North Dakota, I’ve communicated with other school psychologists in my state to advocate for our roles and responsibilities as well as contribute to position statements that align with our state association stances as well as the efforts of NASP. Continuing as the ND delegate will allow me to continue to advocate for North Dakota School Psychologists and their primary concerns and interests to promoting our field.